The premier observation on the enhanced light emission from such a metal-SiO x -Si light emitting diode (MOSLED) with Si nano-pyramids at SiO x /Si interface is demonstrated at low biases. The Si nano-pyramids exhibits capability in providing the roughness of the SiO x /Si interface, and improving the Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling mechanism based carrier injection through the novel SiO x /nano-Si-pyramid/Si structure. HRTEM analysis reveals a precisely controllable size and concentration of the crystallized interfacial Si nano-pyramids at 10nm(height)×10nm(width) and within the range of 10 8 -10 11 cm -2 , respectively. With these Si nano-pyramids at a surface density of up to 10 12 /cm 2 , the F-N tunneling threshold can be reduce from 7 MV/cm to 1.4 MV/cm. The correlation between surface density of the interfacial Si nano-pyramids and the threshold F-N tunneling field has been elucidated. Such a turn-on reduction essentially provides a less damaged SiO x /Si interface as the required bias for the electroluminescence of the MOSLED is greatly decreased, which thus suppresses the generation of structural damage related radiant defects under a lower biased condition and leads to a more stable near-infrared electroluminescence with a narrowing linewidth and an operating lifetime lengthened to >3 hours. An output EL power of nearly 150 nW under a biased voltage of 75 V and current density of 32 mA/cm 2 is reported for the first time.
Introduction
Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) grown Si-rich SiO 2 or SiO x with embedded Si nanocrystals (nc-Si) of extremely high density have been extensively investigated as a new class of light emitting material over decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . To obtain room temperature electroluminescence (EL), both the metal/SiO x /Si and the metal/n-Si/SiO x /p-Si based light emitting diodes (LEDs) were demonstrated [7, 8] , in which Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) and direct p-n junction barrier tunneling mechanisms were known to play important roles for the light emission from Si nanocrystals. However, the EL responses of such devices are usually not efficient due to the requirement of extremely high electric field for carriers tunneling through the insulating oxide channel [9, 10] . Therefore, versatile solutions have recently been developed to enhance the carrier injection efficiency, such as changing the contact metals, shrinking the optical bandgap, decreasing the barrier height, and reducing the resistivity of the host material, etc. In the work, we discuss the effect of PECVD grown nano-roughened SiO x /Si interface on the enhancement of F-N tunneling in an indium tin oxide (ITO)/SiO x /p-Si based metal-oxide-semiconductor light emitting diode (MOSLED). The surface density of roughened interfacial Si nano-pyramid structure and its correlation with the threshold electric field strength for initiating the F-N tunneling mechanism is determined.
Experimental
The Si-rich SiO x film was deposited on p-type (100)-oriented Si substrate by PECVD at chamber pressure of 60 mtorr. The N 2 O and SiH 4 fluences were controlled at 150 and 30 sccm, respectively, while the inductively couple plasma (ICP) power was varied from 60 to 30 watts. The Si substrate temperature was detuned between 200 and 400 o C during 5-min deposition. Typically, the sample was deposited at substrate temperature of 300 o C with an ICP power of 40-45 watts. To roughen the SiO x /Si interface, the substrate temperature were raising up to 400 o C and the ICP power was decreasing to nearly threshold condition (25-30 watts), leading to the pre-deposition of randomized Si nano-pyramids on Si substrate prior to the growth of the SiO x . To investigate the carrier transport, a 2000-Å ITO film layer (resistivity 33 Ω-cm) was deposited on the top of SiO x with diameter of 0.8 mm to form the ITO/SiO x /p-Si MOSLED. A 5000-Å Al contact was coated on the bottom of Si substrate following by an alloying process at 450 o C for 7.5 min.
Results and Discussion

Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling Enhanced Light Emission
First of all, the interface morphology of the PECVD grown SiO x samples with different recipes was analyzed by high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) analysis, as shown in Fig. 1 . For example, the cross-sectional view of the normally PECVD grown Si-rich SiO x film shows smooth SiO x /Si interface and precipitated Si nanocrystals with crystalline electron diffraction pattern. In contrast, the TEM photograph of the SiO x sample grown at high substrate temperature and threshold ICP power further reveals the existence of dense Si nano-pyramids at the SiO x /Si interface, while the interfacial Si nano-pyramid exhibits completely same electro diffraction pattern with that of the Si substrate. Under growing at the ICP powers of 35, 40, and 45 watts, the area densities of the interfacial Si nano-pyramids are estimated as 1.6×10 11 cm -2 , 10 9 cm -2 , and <10 8 cm -2 . Similar surface nano-pyramid density of 1.1×10 11 cm -2 for the sample preparing at ICP power of 35 watts was also observed by AFM analysis. The Si nano-pyramids exhibit identical orientation with that of the Si substrate. The electric field (E) dependent emission current (I) can be described and the current-field plot can thus be fitted by F-N tunneling equations listed as below [11]:
where A G is the gate area, E is the electric field, and A and B are usually considered to be constants. m ox is the effective electron mass in the oxide, m is the free electron mass, and Φ B is the effective barrier height. By linearly fitting the F-N plot of log (I/E 2 ) vs 1/E, the F-N tunneling behavior can be confirmed according to the observation on the linear transferred function characteristic in the Arrhenius F-N plot, as shown in Fig. 2 . The threshold electric fields to initiate F-N tunneling in three samples are ranging from 1.4 to 7 MV/cm, which indicates the effective potential barrier of the sample becomes smaller as the density of interfacial Si nano-pyramids increases. This essentially corroborates with the reduction on threshold electric field of F-N tunneling occurred in the sample grown at lower ICP powers. If we further illustrate the threshold F-N tunneling electric field as a function of the area density of Si nano-pyramids, a linear correlation can apparently be obtained and shown in Fig.  3 . Obviously, the F-N tunneling mechanism has further been enhanced by increasing the area density of interfacial Si nano-pyramids. Due to the existence of Si nano-pyramids which behave like field emitters, the electrons will easily be gathered around the cone of the Si nano-pyramid and tunneled into the Si nanocrystals from the tip of the Si nano-pyramid, which consequently enhances the current injection and the electron-hole recombination. Similar phenomena have previously been observed in other material systems. Gong et al. [12] have observed that the roughness at the poly-Si/SiO 2 interface on both p-and n-well capacitors gives rise to higher electric fields and lower barrier heights and the breakdown degrades more with rising temperature. Maydell et al. [13] have investigated the electronic transport in laser-crystallized P-doped poly-Si, they concluded that the potential barrier height at the grain boundaries decreases with increasing electron concentration. This is due to a fact that the Fermi level in the grain may shift towards the band edge due to the doping, whereas the Fermi level at the grain boundary is pinned around the midgap due to the large amounts of dangling bonds on the poly-Si surface. Moreover, Ushiyama et al. [14] demonstrated with an atomic force microscope that the phosphorus-implanted poly-Si gate with an implanted dose below 10 16 cm -2 and a low-temperature oxide annealing condition, could result in a smoother poly-Si/SiO 2 gate interface associated with a higher barrier. That is, the smooth interface with few defect are more resistant to the F-N tunneling process. Ohmi et al. [15] find the electric-field breakdown to be related to silicon surface micro-roughness, and Sugino et al. [16] have reported that the surface roughness effectively facilitates the reduction of the turn-on electric field and the effective potential barrier height, while the F-N tunneling based electron emission is enhanced by the boron-nitride nano-film with a more rough surface as compared to that of the Si substrate.
Performances of the Interfacial Si Pyramid based Si Nanocrystal MOSLED
Since the Si nano-pyramids also introduce the surface roughness on Si substrate, a large amount of the dangling bonds and associated defects could also exist at the SiO x / Si interface. Under the large bias or high electric filed, the band structure of Si near the SiO x /Si interface could be seriously bended, as shown in Fig. 4 , where the charge distribution in the Si substrate would be inverted. With the increasing bias voltage, the energy level of the conduction band of Si will be lower than that of the defects distributed with the Si nano-pyramids, and the electrons trapped by these defects become free electrons. This also enhances the carrier transport and enlarges the tunneling current of the MOSLED at the same biased condition. In contrast, the band diagram of the sample without Si nano-pyramids shown in Fig. 4 is almost defect-free, in which the electrons (minority carriers) require a higher biased electric filed to tunnel through the barriers of the MOS structure. This also elucidates the significant reduction of threshold electric field and turn-on voltage of the ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al diode with interfacial Si nano-pyramids. The current-voltage (I-V) and current-optical power (I-P) characteristics of three ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLEDs with different densities of interfacial Si nano-pyramids are illustrated in Fig. 5 . It is clearly seen that both the smallest bias and the largest output power can be achieved if we reduce the ICP power of the PECVD system to facilitate the maximum growth of interfacial Si nano-pyramids. In particular, the EL power of the ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED with the highest Si nano-pyramid density can be enlarged by two times as compared to that of the similar device without any interfacial Si nano-pyramids. From HRTEM analysis for the annealed SiO x film with and without interfacial Si nano-pyramids, as shown in Fig. 6 . The densities of nc-Si within the SiO x grown without and with interfacial Si nano-pyramids are 5.7 × 10 18 cm -3 (left part of Fig. 6 ) and 3.7 × 10 19 cm -3 (right part of Fig. 6 ). It is thus corroborated that the density of nc-Si embedded in SiO x significantly decreases as the interfacial Si nano-pyramids occurs. Therefore, the slope efficiency of the ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED with interfacial Si nano-pyramids is inevitably reduced as the buried nc-Si dilutes (see Fig. 5 ). The EL spectra of ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLEDs with and without interfacial Si nano-pyramids biased at maximum output condition are compared, as shown in Fig. 7 . For the MOSLED samples without interfacial Si nano-pyramids, the nc-Si related near-infrared EL with dual peaks at 455 and 740 nm is observable at biased voltage larger than 20 nm 20 nm 160 V. The nc-Si dependent EL component slightly blue-shifts from 740 to 690 nm as the biased voltage increases from to 160 V to 200V, whereas the blue-green EL peak wavelengths remain unchanged. Such a blue-shifted near-infrared EL peak clearly indicates different luminescent mechanisms occurred as the band bending becomes serious under an extremely high electric field, leading to the carriers between adjacent nc-Si tunneled from first-order quantized state (n=1) to second-order quantized state (n=2).
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In addition, the unanticipated EL peaks at central wavelength of 455 nm also grows up with increasing biases, which are contributed by oxygen dependent structural defects such as the neutral oxygen vacancy (NOV) centers 4 generated in the oxide layer when biased at nearly breakdown condition. Alternatively, the ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED with interfacial Si nano-pyramids biased at 70 V reveals an EL spectra with smaller defect-dependent emissions. The nc-Si dependent broad spectra ranging between 650 and 850 nm is not shifted with the increasing bias. The operation of a MOSLED at such a lower electric field could not contribute to serious band bending, thus avoiding the cold-carrier tunneling process happened between adjacent nc-Si. In this case, the blue-shifted near-infrared EL phenomenon no longer exists on the Si nano-pyramid enhanced MOSLED device. Furthermore, the lower electric field required for the EL under the assistance of interfacial Si nano-pyramids prevent the generation of structural damage as well as the corresponding NOV defects, thus attenuating the defect related EL at blue-green region as compared to the typical MOSLED without interfacial Si nano-pyramids. For comparison, all of the key device parameters of the samples grown at different ICP powers were listed in Table I . These oxygen correlated interfacial states play dominant roles on the white-light emission from ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED at the high electrical field, which are unstable as a highly biased condition is required to trigger the defect-enhanced EL. The bias dependent surface-emitting EL patterns of a diode made on the Si-rich SiO x with and without interfacial Si nano-pyramids are shown in Fig. 8 . Larger EL power obtained for the typical ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED without Si nano-pyramids is partially attributed to the radiant defects generated in damaged SiO x structure operated under such a nearly breakdown condition (E breakdown ≈ 10 MV/cm). The radiative defects usually contribute to a broadened EL at shorter wavelength region, which inevitably results in an EL pattern with a bright color (see upper row in Fig. 8 ). Although the ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED with interfacial Si nano-pyramids can not reach the same EL power as compared to those without Si nano-pyramids at same biased condition, which is still able to emit larger EL power at higher current and lower biased conditions. In contrast to the conventional MOSLEDs operated at biases nearly breakdown, the interfacial Si nano-pyramids also behaves like tipped field emitters to release breakdown of the MOSLEDs. On the other hand, a release on the critical emitting angle which is needed to avoid total internal reflection (TIR) has also been considered in previous studies of the LEDs [17, 18] , which facilitates a larger fraction of light emitted from the active region of LED. Versatile methods of surface roughening have been introduced to improve the external quantum efficiency of LEDs. In our results, the interfacial Si nano-pyramids on the surface of Si substrate also acts like a novel surface roughened layer, which not only enlarge the current injection by enhancing F-N tunneling in the ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED, but also improve the external quantum efficiency of light emission by releasing the critical TIR angle limitation with the roughened SiO x /Si interface. Consequently, the external quantum efficiency and the maximum EL output power of the ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED with interfacial Si nano-pyramids can be increasing at a lower biased condition, as shown in Fig. 5 . If we further characterize the lifetime for three different samples, it is clearly seen that the typical device without Si nano-pyramids will be damaged within 10 minutes even operating at below breakdown condition, as shown in Fig. 9 . The lifetime of the MOSLED device can be effectively lengthened to several hours by introducing the Si nano-pyramids which reduces the biased field away from the breakdown. The radiant defects although contributes the EL power, however, which also degrade the lifetime performance of the MOSLED device. Our experimental results have interpreted the importance of PECVD growing condition on the synthesis of Si nano-pyramids, which rely on adjusting a large desorption rate of the SiH 4 under a oxygen-deficient environment, following by the deposition of the defect-free Si-rich SiO x film at high substrate temperature and threshold ICP power condition. In comparison, the growth condition of lower substrate temperature and higher ICP power inevitably contribute to a faster deposition rate with smaller excess Si density under an oxygen-rich environment, which degrades the precipitation of the interfacial Si nano-pyramids and fails to enhance the carrier transport in the diode.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the premier observation on the enhanced F-N tunneling mechanism from the novel SiO x /nano-Si-pyramid/Si structure is demonstrated. Dense Si nano-pyramids can be synthesized at the SiO x /Si interface by reducing the ICP power during the PECVD growth of Si-rich SiO x on Si with high substrate temperature. The correlation between the surface density of interfacial Si nano-pyramids and the threshold F-N tunneling field has been illustrated. With these interfacial Si nano-pyramids at a surface density of 1.6×10 11 cm 2 , the F-N threshold can be reduced from 7 to 1.4 MV/cm. The elucidation on the role of the Si nano-pyramids played on the improved carrier transport and enhanced light emission properties are addressed. The existence of Si nano-pyramids greatly reduces the biased voltage from 200 to 65 V, which is required to obtain sufficient EL power from the MOSLEDs. Consequently, a more stable near-infrared electroluminescence is emitted from the ITO/SiO x /p-Si/Al MOSLED with interfacial Si nano-pyramids, providing a narrowing linewidth and a lengthened lifetime to >3 hours at room temperature operation. To date, an output EL power of nearly 150 nW under a biased voltage of 75 V and current density of 32 mA/cm 2 is reported.
